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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the screenshot below of a MAC Caching enforcement
policy:
Which of the following is true?
A. Only a user with Clearpass role of [Guest] and that has
authenticated using the web login page less than 5 minutes ago,
will have their MAC authentication succeed
B. Only a user with Clearpass role of [Guest] and that has
authenticated using the web login page more than 5 minutes ago,
will have their MAC authentication succeed
C. Only a user with Controller role of [Guest] will be allowed

to authenticate
D. Only a user whose last MAC authentication was less than 5
minutes ago, will have their MAC authentication succeed
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following tools can be used to perform a whois
query?
Each correct answer represents a complete solution. Choose all
that apply.
A. Sam Spade
B. Traceroute
C. WsPingPro
D. SuperScan
Answer: A,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
In Cascade Profiler, what is the minimum amount of historical
flow data required for an Application Performance analytic to
initialize?
A. One day
B. Three days
C. Three weeks
D. Configurable from one minute to three weeks
Answer: B
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